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CLASSIFICATION CLASSWORK 2 

For Research questions, use a laptop and look the answers up, otherwise, use your notes. 

1. What does it mean to classify? 

 

 

2. Give a brief explanation of how many people classify the silverware at their house.  

 

 

 

3. Aristotle tried to classify organisms by… 

a. where they lived 

b. their body structures 

c. both of these 

 

4. ____________________________________ means “two names.” This system was created by Carolus 

Linnaeus, and is still used today. 

 

5. In a scientific name, such as Homo sapiens, the first part of the name is the ____________________ 

group. 

 

6. In a scientific name, such as Felis tigris, the second part of the name is the ___________________ 

group. 

 

7. In binomial nomenclature, the largest group is the _______________________. 

8. In binomial nomenclature, the smallest group is ________________________. 

 

9. The species group represents… 

a. a large collection of slightly similar organisms 

b. a tiny group representing very closely related organisms 



10. Originally the largest of all taxonomic groups was __________________, but nowadays  

___________________ is the largest. 

 

11. Circle all that are true about… phylogeny 

a. is similarities between the inside and outside body structures of organisms 

b. is the most important set of characteristics used in classifying organisms in modern times 

c. was the basis for Aristotle’s system of classification 

d. is why dolphins are classified as animals and not fish 

 

12. Match up the pairs of organisms based on having the most similar phylogeny. 

_____ cactus     A. walrus  

_____ pond scum    B. apple tree 

_____ zebra     C. germ 

 

13. What is the purpose of a dichotomous key? 

 

 

 

14. Put these groups in the correct order from LARGEST to smallest. 

Genus         Family        Domain     Order      Species Kingdom       Class      Phylum 

 

 

Research: Get a laptop, and find out the scientific names of the following organisms. This means you 

need the genus and species groups that they are in. 

Western lowland gorilla  -       

Common ostrich –  

Octopus -  

Broccoli –  

Common eastern bumblebee –  


